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On the occasion of the International Day Against Homophobia, Transphobia and Biphobia 

(IDAHOT) on 17 May, we express our strong commitment to equality for all, and that everyone 

should be able to enjoy their human rights fully and equally, without discrimination.  Today we honor 

the resilience and courage of individual LGBT+ persons. In particular, we acknowledge their 

vulnerable situation and the need to raise awareness of their equal rights. The COVID-19 pandemic 

has hit marginalized groups and individuals particularly hard. LGBT+ persons are no exception. 

 

Lithuania is a strong voice on human rights globally and we recognize that Lithuania has made notable 

progress on the path towards ensuring LGBT+ persons’ full and equal enjoyment of human rights. 

Baltic Pride has shown a growing recognition of the equal rights of LGBT+ persons, and many 

valuable initiatives have been taken by civil society to support them.  There is also an increased 

awareness among business leaders about productivity and reputational gains deriving from a diverse 

and inclusive working environment.   

 

In November 2020, the first EU strategy for LGBT+ equality was presented by the European 

Commission to tackle discrimination against LGBT+ persons, to ensure their safety and to underline 

the importance of building LGBT+ inclusive societies. The strategy calls on EU Member States, 

which do not have a national strategy in place to adopt one, as well as to address the specific equality 

needs of LGBT+ people in their country.  Lithuania is one of six remaining EU countries with no 

legal recognition of same-sex partnership. The Law on the Protection of Minors against the 

Detrimental Effect of Public Information, much criticized internationally as a tool to censor LGBT+ 

related public information, remains in force.  Transgender individuals remain the most vulnerable 

subgroup under the LGBT+ umbrella in Lithuania, struggling with legal gender recognition and 

access to gender affirming healthcare. Lithuanian LGBT+ people face discrimination and fear 

disclosing their identity.  

 

On several occasions, they have been the target of hate speech. There is room for improvement in 

terms of legal redress of hate speech and hate crime. 

 

We remain committed to supporting Lithuania’s path towards ensuring that LGBT+ Lithuanians 

enjoy equal rights and opportunities. We hope the Seimas will take a bold step in that direction by 

adopting the gender-neutral Partnership law proposed by the coalition parties in government. This is 

an opportunity to take a historical step towards true equality for all. We also encourage the 

government to develop a national strategy on LGBT+ equality, to guide further steps in the coming 

years. 
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